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Section 1 Test 1

Score: Time taken: Target met?

➔ Target time: 10 minutes

Schofield & Sims

■	 Underline the two words, one from each group, that are most similar in meaning.

Example (anger, sadden, cross)  (enrage, grow, cry)

 1. (reject, robust, yield)  (surrender, reluctant, roam)

 2. (adversity, mystery, trickery)  (gravity, misfortune, symmetry)

 3. (rotund, greedy, malicious)  (appeal, nutritious, avaricious)

 4. (tranquillity, simplicity, audacity)  (improvement, indent, impudence)

 5. (icon, acorn, eminent)  (bland, famous, signal)

■	 In each of the sentences below, the word in capitals has three letters missing. Those three letters 
spell a word. Write the three-letter word on the line.

Example He was much TER  than his younger brother.        ALL        (TALLER) 

 6. Their mum woke up the EARST . 

 7. She made several ORS  in her spelling test. 

 8. It was a long JNEY  to get home. 

 9. The girl felt really MISBLE  when she heard the bad news. 

10. He always EAVOURS  to finish his work on time. 

■	 Find the missing number in each sequence and write it on the line.

Example 7  14      21      28  35  42  (+ 7 each time)

11. 24  12  6  3    0.75

12. 145  220  295  370  445  

13. 2  4  6  10  16  

14. 16  25  36    64  81

■	 Work out the answers. Write your answers on the lines.

15. There are 15 pupils in a class. Of these children, 4 have blonde hair and 6 have brown hair. The 
number of children who have red hair is half the number of blondes, and the rest have black 
hair. How many children do not have red hair? 

16. Daniel is inviting some people to his birthday party. He invites 7 friends from his class, 4 from his 
old school and 8 from his swimming club. The rest of the guests are his neighbours. There are 
a total of 25 people at his party, including him and his parents. How many people at the party 
are not from his class? 
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